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He himself became interested in Buddhism, having discovered that his own philosophy was
remarkably close to that of the Buddha. To put it in the simplest terms, both present the view
that we do not experience reality directly, but only our subjective version of it. In Buddhist
language, we are dreaming our existence as human beings. What we truly are, and what the
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(1992, rev. 2017)
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A renowned scholar of Sanskrit and Tibetan tantra, Francesca Fremantle is the author of Luminous
Piano Phantasy is the earliest piece in this cycle
Emptiness: Understanding the Tibetan Book of the Dead (Shambhala Publications, 2001), as well as
ochre, umber and burnt sienna was written
of compositions – Andrew Ball gave its premiere
having collaborated on the first English translation of that text in 1975.
for Lontano and is dedicated to Odaline de
in 1993 – and was revised and extended in
la Martinez.
preparation for the present recording.

a thousand golden bells in the breeze
for harp and two double basses
(2012)
This work borrows its title from an image in
Sudhana’s journey of spiritual realisation, as
related in the final chapter of the Avatamsaka
Sutra. Midway through his pilgrimage the youth
seeks a female teacher, who to those unable to
understand her virtues appears to dwell in the
polluted realm of lust and desire. People who
can only project their own illusory world-views
on her wonder why such an evidently calm,
pure, profound and wise young man wishes to
submit to the power of her sensuality.
As Sudhana approaches her palace, he is
engulfed by the sound of a myriad golden bells
rustling in the breeze. He finds her ‘draped with
a radiant mesh made of all kinds of precious
substances, shining with an array of countless
celestial jewelled ornaments’. Sudhana learns
how some of her disciples have transcended
passion and attained absorbing joy simply by
gazing at her. For others, talking to her has been
a ‘gate’ to the essence of sound, while many
have reached ultimately liberating knowledge
and tranquility by kissing and embracing her.
I first composed a version of the piece for
harpsichord, in 2009; then the present version
in 2012. The two works are related in the
manner of a Picasso ‘series’, in the sense that
the second is not a mere re-instrumentation
but a radical reinterpretation of the detail and

overall design of the original. The harpsichord
piece consists of four ‘gates’ or sections, while
the trio comprises an introduction and two
‘gates’. In both versions, on entering each gate
we hear a phrase evoking the chiming of an
ethereal carillon, which returns at the very end
of the work.

de oro y sombra
for fourteen players
(2011)
Two gates the silent house of Sleep adorn;
Of polish’d ivory this, that of transparent horn:
True visions thro’ transparent horn arise;
Thro’ polish’d ivory pass deluding lies.
Aeneid, trans. J. Dryden, Book 6, lines 893–6
de oro y sombra [‘of gold and shadows’] includes
pairs of flutes, horns and trumpets as well as a
harp and a string sextet with three violins. It
follows closely from a previous ensemble work,
surrounded by distance (2008), where I had
been drawn to exploring the indefinable yet
seemingly precise manner in which musical
shapes and configurations arise spontaneously
in my awareness as evocative appearances and
illusory continuities. But this time the use of
brass sonorities, which occasionally punctuate
the continuous veil of translucent chords resting
on the hollow sound of a bass flute, led me to
uncharted territories.
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While composing the piece I became attracted
by the mysterious spaces depicted in some
ancient Chinese landscapes that I encountered
at an exhibition at the Grand Palais in Paris. Seen
from a distance, one of these thin horizontal
hand-scrolls – coloured in muted ochre and
pale lapis lazuli – seemed like a full-scale ‘tiger
of gold and shadows’ (to borrow a phrase
from Borges) lying in a glass case. But as I
approached it, instead – no longer being able to
see the totality at a glance due to its extensive
width – I could discern a dense web of boulders,
cliffs, a stream crisscrossed by footbridges, and
winding paths bounded by balustrades that
emerge to later disappear into masses of thickly
foliated trees. I was particularly attracted to the
combination of a densely saturated foreground
with extended areas of open and vast
background. Though mostly without apparent
hierarchies, this intricate mountain landscape
is effectively punctuated by two solitary figures,
which despite their minuscule size function
as powerful focuses of attention: at the centre
a boy carrying a basket of ‘mushrooms of
immortality’, and at one extreme an alchemist
‘standing alone on a promontory, surrounded
by an ocean of clouds …’.

de oro y sombra consists of four sections,
running continuously, entitled:
first gate: of polish’d ivory this
second gate: that of transparent horn
echoes: thro’ transparent horn arise
shadows: thro’ polish’d ivory pass
The beginning of each section is marked by the
return of elements from the opening bars of the
piece.
de oro y sombra was commissioned by
Birmingham Contemporary Music Group with
financial assistance from Arts Council England
West Midlands and the following individuals
through BCMG’s Sound Investment scheme:
Viv and Hazel Astling, John Barnden, Amanda
Cadman and Peter T Marsh, Alan S Carr,
Christopher Carrier, Simon Collings, Alan Cook,
Ann Copsey, Anne P Fletcher, Richard Hartree,
Lord Hunt of Kings Heath, Louis Lemieux,
Peter Marsh, Judith Matthews, Rosalyn and
Philip Phillips, Kim and Kay Prior, Michael and
Sandra Squires, Theresa and John Stewart, Nest
Thomas, Janet Upward, Judith Weir, Elizabeth
and Barrie Withers, and Doreen and Harry
Wright. It was premiered under the baton of
Oliver Knussen.
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He himself became interested in Buddhism, having discovered that his own philosophy was
remarkably close to that of the Buddha. To put it in the simplest terms, both present the view
that we do not experience reality directly, but only our subjective version of it. In Buddhist
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Nova Polska was a beginning as well as a
culmination: the first of five works with
text written over the next decade, including
one more to words by Smith. Of even more
lasting significance, it inaugurated a working
relationship with the conductor Odaline de
la Martinez, who led two Milstein premieres
with BBC forces in 1995 and whose own
ensemble Lontano has given eight further first
performances to date, besides enabling further
hearings for key works such as the Birmingham
Contemporary Music Group commission, de
oro y sombra (2011).
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